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“Life Planning” – Discover and develop an action plan to achieve what you truly want to
accomplish in life. Determine new paths and strategies to get where you want to go. Ours is
the most powerful course in self-discovery, life planning and skill inventory available today!

QUESTION: What Do People Do In This Program?
ANSWER: This is typically a program that follows the "life reflections” workshop…it basically
guides participants into self-analysis, in order to assess what one needs to secure the skills
necessary to achieve his or her life purpose and to design an action plan to get there.

QUESTION: Often, We Do Not Do What We Truly Want To Do With Our Lives. How Is
This Resolved?
ANSWER: An excellent point…most of us avoid thinking of our life purpose and decide to
abandon our dreams, because we do not think we can successfully integrate them into our
lives. We are afraid that to truly do what we want to do, we have to abandon what we are
doing and the people we are with, this is one of the most powerful obstacles our mind creates
to trap us in our “comfort zone”. The truth is that there is always a "win-win" solution to any
challenge but most of us are unwilling to consider it, because of fear, confusion, low energy,
and uncertainty…our biggest challenges.
These topics are examined in depth by our participants and resolved.

QUESTION: What Is The Outcome Of This Workshop?
ANSWER: Typically, participants experience more clarity in their lives, a renewed
commitment to living their lives to the fullest, high-lighted by an increased personal energy
and excitement. Many decide to attend our well-known “achieving your life full potential”
program - a coached program where people move forward to achieving their life's purpose on
this planet.
We invite you to join us at www.coachingprofessors.com to learn to move forward in your life
towards what you say is most important to you...you can do this through our online programs.
Attending our programs has now become easy and convenient

